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Abstract

Microtearing turbulence in an idealized pedestal scenario is found to saturate via zonal fields,

while also exciting strong zonal flows; a concurrent upshift of the nonlinear critical gradient is ob-

served. The zonal flows cause electron-temperature-gradient-driven turbulence to be ameliorated.

When applying resonant magnetic perturbations, the prompt charge loss off the flux surface erodes

the zonal flow, leading to higher electron-scale fluxes, while leaving microtearing saturation physics

unaffected.
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On the road to fusion energy, the ability to reliably access and control high-performance

regimes in magnetic confinement devices is key. One common such means is through H-

mode operation [1], where an edge transport barrier called the pedestal is established. While

this configuration tends to be unstable to edge-localized modes – which, however, may be

mitigated by, e.g., resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) [2, 3] – that are associated with

the peeling-ballooning instability threshold [4], the overall evolution of the pedestal requires

essential contributions from electron microinstabilities [5, 6].

On electron-gyroradius ρe scales, electron-temperature-gradient-driven (ETG) turbulence

[7] drives electrostatic flux, whereas on ion-sound-gyroradius ρs scales, microtearing (MT)

modes [8–10] may be destabilized at finite electron pressure β. Both modes exhibit similar

transport fingerprints [6, 11, 12], where, unlike for the magnetohydrodynamic ballooning-

type instabilities, electron heat diffusivities greatly excede particle diffusivities, a key re-

quirement in explaining pedestal evolution.

Interaction of turbulence across ion-electron scales is commonly studied for electrostatic

modes [13–16], whereas the MT-ETG system is less-explored. In Ref. [17], core MT is

strongly suppressed by the radial E×B flow created by the ETG. It is to be stressed,

however, that different flavors of MT rely to differing degrees on the electrostatic potential

Φ; and as will be shown below, the present MT case is insensitive to background E×B flow.

Another potentially multi-scale mechanism is the impact of RMPs on microturbulence, in

particular due to the deleterious effect of resonant shear-magnetic fluctuations A‖ on zonal

flows [18, 19]: transport from electrostatic ion-scale turbulence can thus be boosted [20–23].

The term multi-scale generically refers to the inclusion of multiple spatial or temporal

scales in simulations, and is commonly used to refer to the concurrent treatment of ion

and electron scales in both space and time simultaneously. Such a treatment is beyond the

capacity of present-day computing resources; in the present study, the term multi-scale is

taken to refer solely to multiple spatial scales, and arguments will be brought forth why little

impact from electron on ion scales is to be expected. Once resolving the full spatio-temporal

scales becomes feasible, a direct test of these arguments will be possible.

In order to ensure numerical robustness as well as tractability, an idealized pedestal sce-

nario is created based on DIII-D discharge #98889 [24], where spectrograms have revealed

clear MT features and for which gyrokinetic analysis has demonstrated essential contribu-

tions from MT turbulence [6, 25]. A local flux tube based on circular flux surfaces [26]
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is used at normalized radius r/a = 0.9725. As the following analyses cover toroidal mode

numbers as low as n = 4, even though saturated turbulent amplitudes peak at higher n, it

is to be pointed out that the assumptions underlying local flux tubes begin to break down

at low n, where the radial variation of profiles between rational surfaces can become signif-

icant. Radially global simulations [12] are a possible solution but require significantly more

computational effort. Experimental parameters are matched approximately: the normalized

electron temperature and density gradients are a/LT = 60 and a/Ln = 25, respectively,

the safety factor q0 = 4.43, the normalized magnetic shear ŝ = 0.532, the trapped fraction

ǫt = 0.437, the Debye length λD = 0.0222 normalized to ρs, and β = 0.00105. A Landau

collision operator is used with the dimensionless collision frequency νc = 0.0024, equivalent

νei = 0.576 in standard normalized frequency units; ions are assumed to be adiabatic, using

deuterium mass ratio for normalization purposes. As ion-scale electrostatic instabilities are

thus removed, no background E×B shear was included. With this setup, saturated turbu-

lence at different scales can straightforwardly be achieved, and the circular geometry allows

for clean mode parity identification.

It is to be stressed that even with adiabatic ions, MT instability still occurs at what –

given the assumed mass ratio – would be ion scales, and the present results would similarly

apply to a kinetic-ion system. Therefore, throughout this paper, the term ion scales is

used to refer to the range of wavenumbers unstable to MT, even though technically, a vastly

different choice of mass ratio would result in this range no longer corresponding to the actual

ion scales.

Numerical settings for nonlinear multi-scale simulations with the gyrokinetic [27] turbu-

lence code Gene [28] (see Ref. [29] for the governing equations) are (2048, 1536, 24, 32, 8)

grid points along the (x, y, z, v‖, µ) coordinates, referring respectively to the radial (box size

51.2ρs), binormal (lowest toroidal mode number n = 4, corresponding to ky = 0.367), and

parallel direction, as well as to parallel velocity and magnetic moment. Fourth-order hyper-

diffusion [30] settings are Dz = 20, with additional Dx = 0.05 and Dy = 0.75 for ion-scale

simulations—the latter settings avoid low-ky ETG excitation but does not impact MT too

strongly. Otherwise, single-scale simulations differ from multi-scale runs merely by the re-

solved range of toroidal mode numbers and corresponding y and x resolutions. Numerical

convergence with respect to resolutions and hyperdiffusion was ensured separately for ion-

and electron-scale fluxes.
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FIG. 1. Growth rates γ as functions of νc (n = 4, black diamonds) and toroidal mode number (red

squares). MT growth peaks near the default collisionality (dotted black line). Modes are centered

at zero ballooning angle.

FIG. 2. Growth rate (black) and frequency (red) spectra across all scales. The first two points

(n = 4, 8) are MT, the remainder various ETG branches. A dotted blue line indicates linear scaling

γ ∝ ky. See Fig. 1 for more clearly discernible MT growth rates at the lowest n.

Linearly, as seen in Fig. 1, MT is unstable at mode numbers n ≤ 9, and while a collisionless

MT branch exists, the default νc produces a semi-collisional mode; note that the growth rate

γ changes by only ∼ 10% when zeroing out Φ. In this respect, the present MT more closely

resembles the mode described in Ref. [31] than that in Ref. [32]. Here, the MT is destabilized

by a/LT , with a/Ln stabilizing at n = 8 but not affecting γ(n = 4). The default β lies well

above the MT stability threshold of 0.02%.

Figure 2 illustrates the instability across scales, with only the first two points (n = 4, 8)
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FIG. 3. Heat fluxes multiplied by ky from multi-scale (solid lines) and single-scale (dashed: ion,

dotted: electron) simulations. Letters indicate electrostatic (E, black/red) and magnetic (M,

blue/pink) flux channels. Small deviations between ion-scale and multi-scale Qe result from limited

temporal statistics, whereas the decrease in electron-scale Qes
e is due to multi-scale interaction.

being MT, the remainder various flavors of ETG, with ballooning parity. Ballooning-space

mode structures in A‖ (normalized to B0ρ
2

s
/a) of the present MT are broader than those for

the core MT in Ref. [9] and more comparable to spherical tokamak cases [33], extending to

|z| ≈ 20π. The mode width in Φ (normalized to (Te0/e)ρs/a) matches that in A‖, unlike in

Refs. [9, 33], where Φ structures were broader than their A‖ counterparts.

Different ETG branches, all strongly ballooned (e.g., the mode peaks at the outboard

midplane), are separated by frequency discontinuities; as n is increased, modes branches are

centered at lower ballooning angle but approximately constant kx ∼ 20. A dotted line shows

γ ∝ ky scaling: γ follows this trend, suggesting that turbulence from different scales may

simultaneously affect transport [34].

Nonlinearly, focusing first on single-scale analyses, MT turbulence develops on ion scales,

with the magnetic flutter flux Qem

e
peaking monochromatically at n = 16 (see Fig. 3, blue

line), suggesting a moderate spectral shift or forward cascade relative to γ, unlike in the core

MT case in Ref. [35]. In saturation, strong zonal Φz and zonal A‖z are observed, dominating

the turbulence; as ions are adiabatic and profiles fixed, the zonal-flow excitation is not a

consequence of non-ambipolar transport but due to secondary instability [36].

A reduced nonlinear simulation is performed where the linear gradient drive is turned off

and only the largest scales in x and y are retained, using as an initial condition the saturated
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FIG. 4. Scaling of linear growth rates (red dashed line: n = 4, blue dash-dotted line: n = 8) and

nonlinear heat flux (black solid line) with the electron temperature gradient. A clear shift in critical

gradient is visible, from the linear threshold ωT e ≈ 10 to the nonlinear threshold ωT e ≈ 45. Pink

squares show fluxes from simulations artificially removing A‖(ky = 0), while additionally adding

ωext

E×B = 0.5 for the gray crosses: zonal fields clearly affect saturation, whereas fluxes are insensitive

to E×B shear.

state of the full ion-scale simulation but rescaling the n = 4 mode (and not the zonal mode)

by a factor of 10−10. In the ensuing evolution, this mode grows at a rate approximately half

of the linear growth rate of the original system. Thus, it can be concluded that tertiary

growth may indeed influence the system but is subdominant to linear effects.

The nonlinear critical temperature gradient lies well above its linear counterpart, see

Fig. 4, suggesting that A‖z causes a nonlinear upshift akin to the Dimits shift [39]. Qem

e
is

not increased by artificial removal of Φ at the zonal mode ky = 0; however, when instead

removing the equivalent A‖(ky = 0), one observes a significant flux increase and downshift of

the nonlinear critical gradient, also in Fig. 4. This demonstrates that zonal-field-mediated

energy transfer contributes to MT saturation—parallels to the zonal-flow-mediated transfer

in Ref. [37] can be drawn. This finding is supported by an analysis of nonlinear energy trans-

fer, which is almost exclusively channeled through (but not deposited in) the zonal mode.

Conversely, electron temperature corrugations [38] do not modify the primary instability to

a sufficient degree to affect saturation.

On electron scales (see Fig. 3, dotted red line), the electrostatic flux Qes

e
reaches values

comparable to MT flux; spectral pile-up can be seen at the largest scale (here, n = 200),
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FIG. 5. Ratios of zonal to non-zonal amplitudes for Φ (black/blue) and A‖ (red/pink). Solid lines

correspond to no RMP, dashed lines include the RMP, leading to lower ratios.

but convergence checks show this does not affect the higher-n transport levels.

When computing all scales for a few ion transit times (over which the lowest n do not

evolve significantly; this limitation is owed to the massive numerical expense), one key

difference emerges relative to the single-scale situation: Qes

e
at high n is reduced by a factor

of two, with a similar reduction in integrated electrostatic flux. The reason for this cross-

scale interaction lies in zonal flow excitation by MT: these flows lower ETG-scale turbulence

levels, a process which can be interpreted within the shearing paradigm [40] or the stable-

mode paradigm [41, 42].

Conversely, while the ion-scale MT turbulence cannot fully react to electron-scale physics

on simulated time scales, little such impact from small on large scales is expected. Contrary

to the ETG-flow-based MT suppression reported in Ref. [17], the present MT instability is

relatively insensitive to both linear Φ and nonlinear Φz saturation effects. Thus, the ETG

cannot easily employ the route of E×B flow to regulate MT turbulence and fluxes. More

direct evidence of this property is included in Fig. 4, where the inclusion of experimentally

relevant levels of background E×B flow – as measured by the shearing rate ωext

E×B = 0.5 in

standard frequency units – does not affect saturated MT heat flux levels.

Zonal flows also feature in explaining the effect of imposed RMP-type fluctuations. For

this study, an experimentally relevant Bext

x = ikyA
ext

‖
<
∼ 6×10−4B0 constant-in-time fluc-

tuation at n = 4 with resonant, Gaussian shape in z was imposed at kx = 0, specifically

A‖(kx = 0) → A‖(kx = 0) + Aext

‖ exp(−5z)2. An equivalent setup was used in Ref. [23],
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where a successful comparison with experimental measurements of the RMP impact was

obtained.

Notably, no RMP effect is observed on an instantaneous zonal field A‖z = A‖(ky = 0),

whereas the zonal flow residual [43] erodes promptly [18, 44] due to non-ambipolar charge

loss. This mechanism equivalently affects the turbulent zonal-flow amplitude. However,

given the comparative insensitivity of the MT turbulence to Φz, the impact on single-scale

MT turbulent fluxes is limited, showing no interaction of the (also resonant) self-consistent

A‖ and Aext

‖ . As expected, for the multi-scale case, adding the RMP and thereby diminishing

the zonal flow amplitudes causes ETG fluxes to rise. Note that Ref. [19] has demonstrated

that simulations with kinetic ions agree very well with the theory, which is based on static

ions [18], equivalent to an adiabatic-ion response.

While the finding of a strong shift of amplitude from Φz to non-zonal Φ is evident for

both large and intermediate scales in Fig. 5, a lesser but clear shift can be seen in the

magnetic potential. However, the non-zonal A‖ on which these numbers are based includes

Aext

‖ (which cannot straightforwardly be subtracted due to shielding). Another observation

is that, regardless of whether an RMP is present, small radial scales appear to rely to a far

lesser degree on zonal flows or fields.

These findings can be contrasted with the weakly collisional core MT scenario presented

in Ref. [9]. For the present work, an RMP identical to that described above is imposed for

their parameter case of β = 0.6% and R0/LT e = 5, yielding a ∼ 50% increase in magnetic

heat diffusivity, almost all of which is attributable to the self-consistent response rather than

the direct RMP flutter transport. This result is not surprising, considering the MT mode

studied in Ref. [9] relies on Φ for instability and saturation. A thorough classification of MT

types will require inclusion of these disparate properties.

In summary, multi-scale interaction between microtearing and electron-temperature-

gradient-driven turbulence in the tokamak pedestal reveals suppression of electron-scale flux

by MT-borne large- and intermediate-scale zonal flows. Generalizability of this result relies

on similarities in MT drive and collisionality regime, which are expected to match other

pedestal scenarios. In particular, the reliance of the present flavor of MT on zonal fields

rather than zonal flows for saturation is to be highlighted.

In terms of pedestal evolution, this reinforces the significance of MT turbulent transport

while refining the picture with respect to ETG impact. However, as the inclusion of resonant
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magnetic perturbations results in zonal-flow erosion and boosts ETG transport but leaves

MT fluxes unaffected, ETG turbulence may require additional consideration in RMP dis-

charges. The question how pellet injection and associated density profile steepening affects

this picture is to be deferred for future investigation.
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